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Abstract 

A synthesis ofgeology, geomorphology and tectonics has been compiled regarding 
the NE part of Attica. This synthesis helps us clarify how old and new structures 
interrelate and interact to prOVide the present day setting. Geological, 
geomorphological maps, and cross-sections are provided to help us depict and 
extract data. The region of NE Atfica forms a tilted tectonic block bounded by the 
Afidnai fault to the south and the Oropos fault to the north that rotates to the S-SW 
This tilt produces southern trending flow directions draining the footwall within the 
block. Drainage basins are highly asymmetric due to the presence ofactive normal 
faults producing a combination of fault parallel and fault perpendicular flow 
directions. This block is also divided by a NNE-SSW detachment fault that separates 
the metamOlphic units to the east from the unmetamorphic units to the west. It was 
active in Late Miocene-Early Pliocene and produced several hundred meters of 
debris-flow deposits. This detachment influences the geometly, style and intensity of 
deformation, but also the seismicity pattern. In particular, this detachment coincides 
with (he line separating zone I (lowest categoly ofseismic risk) from zone II of the 
national seismic building code. Finally, the Athens plain is bounded northwards by 
the active, but low slip-rate E- W trending, 14 km long, Afidnai fault. 
Key words: Detachment, activefault, Afidnai, Oropos, Marathon. 

Me jJo.a1J T1J avveW1J TOW YE'WAOyllcwv, ycOJ/-WPCPOAoyucc!rv Kal TcKTOVIKWV &b0f-lf;vOJv 
T1Je; BA AWKiJe; yivsrw bUJxpw1J Trye; a.AA1JAOavax{;rU:J1Je; f-lsra.(V 1ra.AalWV KW vf;wv 
boj.lwv nov bWj.lopcpdJvovv T1JV 1rapo6aa. Ka.r6.ara.a1J. H f(aywy17 ;)s;)Of-li::vwv fJa.aiCfTlJKf 
af ycwAoylKove; KW yfWj.lOPCPOAoylKove; x6.pTee; KW TOf-lCe;. H 1rcPlOxiJ Trye; BA ATTlK7je; 
a.nor<;ki f;va P1J(lrb/J.a.XOe; TO O1roio 0plOesrflTw ana TO p1ypa. TWV ACPlbvoJv am VOTIa. 
Kat TO piJYf-la. TOV QPW1rOD ara. jJopela. KW TT:fpllnE:cpsrw 1rpOe; ra. VOTIO-vOTIO/5VT1Ko.. H 
1rfpWrpocpiJ a.JrOmpa.yy[(€l TO v;)poypacplKO /5iKWO 1rpOe; W vow 1ro.VW mo M.m;bo TOV 
P1J(lT[;wjxove;. 01 kKavce; TOV v/5pOypa.cplKOD /51KTVOV dvw i::vrova. a.aVppfTpfe; AOYW 
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r'le; 7wpouaiae; rwv r::vr::pywv prmuirwv. 01 olwBvvar::le; p01e; rwv pr::Il(y.rWv 20yw rf/e; 
opo.af/e; rwv plJYllarWV &ivw dre lrap0),).f/},t:c; eire t:yKiJ.pm£c; we; lrpOe; ra p1y;.iaw. To 
pr/(lrtj1aXOe; Olalpr::iW.l j1E:aW £voc; BBA-NNiJ PtlYj1aTOe; alrOKo}.)"f/CJf{C; ar:: eva avaTOAIKo 
rj1tlj1a j1t: 11t:Wj10pqJwjltva lrt:rpdJj1aw KW at: tva ounKO lit: aj1::raj.lOprpww. To PtlYj1a 
avro tlrav £vt:PYo Karo. TO AvdJrepo Mr::IOKWVO - KardJr£po flAelOKalVO KW j1taw rf/e; 
r'5paulle; rov 71;POKW..£CJt: r1Jv aJroBr::af/ Jro)),wv eKarovraowv 11trpWV aoza[Ja8j1f/rwv 
1(f/llarWv KpoKa).o-},arvJroJraydJv. To PtlYIW avro £Jrf/pr::6.(r::1 roao rf/v yr::wj1::rpia, TO 
t:ir'50C; KW Tr/v tvraCJf{ rf/e; lrapaf./oprpWCJf{e; Dao KW rf/v ut:la/IlKOrIJW Tr/C; wpvrcpf/C; 
m;pLOXr,c;· flw avYK£Kpljl!;va, TO PtlYf1a aJroKOMf/ar/C; wvri(era.l /it: ro OplO JrOV 
()Wxwpi(el rf/v KardJrt:pf/ KCl.rf/yopfa aUajlIKorr/rac; 1, aJro rr/v £vo,af./eCJf{ Karf/yopia 
aeza/llKorr/wc; 11 rou EJ,).rrVIKOV AVT/m;zaf./IKOV KavOVlaf./Ov (EAK-2003). Ti::AOC;, TO 

/lExaVOlrt:olO ABr/wi)v oplO8::rslrw lrpOC; [Joppa. aJro TO svr::pyo, aAM Xaf./!J)..ov puBpov 
02iaBrWI7C;, pr,yf./a rwv Arpu)vdJv f.U7KOVe; 14 XAp. 
Ai~6l!; ,,)..e/()I(1.: pr,Yf./a aJroKoAAllUf/C;, Ew;pyo P1lYf1a. Arpiovec;, QpwJrOC;, Mapa8dJvac;. 

1. Introduction 

The northeastern part of Attica forms a complex mosaic of old and new structures. These 
structures shape the present-day geomorphological, neotectonic and seismicity status. In this paper 
we: a) try to lUlravel the geological history of the area since the Late Miocene, b) show how these 
structures interrelate and interact and c) discuss the implications for seismic hazard assessment. 

2. Geological Structure 

2.1. Geotectonic Units, Alpine rocks and post-Alpine sediments 

Northeastern Attica comprises Alpine basement rocks, both metamorphic and non-metamorphic, 
and post-Alpine sediments (Fig. I). The Alpine rocks belong to the metamorphic units of the 
Northern Cyclades and Almyropotamos that extend from Penteli Mt to the southern Evoikos gulf 
and to the non-metamorphic unit of Eastern Greece that outcrop in Pamitha Mt (Papanikolaou 
1986). The AImyropotamos unit is known from southem Evia, but it crops up also in the area of 
Marathon. It comprises a thick Mesozoic marble sequence overlain by phyllites representing a 
metamorphosed Tertiary Dysch (Katsikatsos 1969, Dubois and Bignot 1979). The Northern 
Cyclades unit emerges not only on the northern Cyclades islands, but also in a major part of the 
southern Evia, where it is known as the Styra unit (Katsikatsos 1979). It consists of thick 
seqnences of mica schists and cipolines grading to siliceous marbles with alternations of 
greenschists and amphibolites, representing a pelagic volcanosedimentary sequence. More to the 
south the Northern Cyclades unit is tectonically overlying the relative autochthon unit of Attica 
(Lozios 1993). The non-metamorphic tectonic unit of Eastern Greece comprises: (i) the 
SubPelagonian Triassic-Jurassic carbonate platfonn overlying a volcanosedimentary Penno
Triassic complex and underlying an upper Jurassic schist-hol1lstein melange formation, (ii) the 
ophiolite nappe of the VardariAxios oceanic basin, and (iii) the upper Cretaceous transgressive 
sequence made of a shallow-water carbonate platform and a Tertiary flysch. Most part of the 
Parnitha Mountain consists of the lower group (i). The defonnation of the Alpine fOlmations of the 
above units is post-Late Eocene, as dated from the age of the flysch involved in the tectonic 
structures and extends up to the Early Miocene as the synmetamorphic deformation shows in the 
metamorphic rocks of the Cyclades (e.g. Schliestedt et of. 1987). 
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Figure'. - Geological map of NE Attica 

A detachment fault (see below 2.2) separates the metamorphic units from the non-metamorphic 
units. This detachment passes from the Ochtonia cape in the Aegean coast of Southern Evia 
(northwards our study area), through Aliveri to Kalamos in northeast Attica and continues to the 
southwest into the plain of Athens approximately along the Kit!ssos River (Papanikolaou et 01. 
1999, Xypolias et 01. 2003). Finally, between the metamorphic and the non-metamorphic units and 
along strike the tectonic contact there is a narrow zone, where some small outcrops of low-grade 
metamorphic rocks occur under the post-Alpine sediments that cannot be correlated to either of 
these two units. These rocks might be correlated to the Alepovouni unit or a similar type of unit 
observed further south (Papanikolaou et of. 2004a), whose lower part comprises a few hundred 
meters of semi-metamorphic sandstones, schists, and phyllites. The AJepovouni unit is bounded by 
two detachment faults one separating it from the overlaying unmetamorphic units of Athens and 
the SubPelagonian and the other detachment from the underlying metamorphic Attica autochthon 
unit (Papanikolaou et at. 2004a). 
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The post-Alpine sediments of the area comprise Late Miocene - Pliocene continental deposits and 
minor outcrops of Pleistocene and Holocene alluvial (e.g. Mettos 1992). The older sediments 
comprise a clastic tectonosedimentary formation that outcrops in the area of Kapandriti, and in the 
area between Aghios Stefanos and Afidnai (Figs 1,2,4). They form a NE-SW zone of debris-flow 
deposits that are several hundred meters thick (Fig. 3), indicating the formation of a major fault 
zone in a steep relief during Late Miocene (see below 2.2). This formation consists of large 
boulders and blocks in a clay matrix with mixed lithologies both from the metamorphic units 
cropping out in the east and the non-metamorphic units cropping out in the west. In Kapandriti, it 
is characterized by a complex/chaotic internal structure and significant lateral variations of 
permeable (sands, conglomerates, sandstones) and impermeable (marls) lithologies. Semi-cohesive 
breccio-conglomerates prevail towards its base, with large clasts (reaching up to a diameter of 2 
meters) sourced from the alpine bedrock involving schists, limestones and cherts (Fig. 4a). 
Towards the upper part of this sequeuce, clasts become thinner and finer and at places sandstone 
beds and less frequently conglomerates are also observed. The same formation outcrops also in the 
area between Aghios Stefanos and Afidnai and has been evolved laterally to breccio
conglomerates with clasts that are smaller in size (rarely exceed 30-40 cm in diameter). In the 
immediate footwall of the Afindai fault its thickness exceeds ISO m and the bedding dips 200 -400 

towards NNE (Fig. 4b). On top of this breccio-conglomerate formation outcrop lacustrine 
limestones that are a few hundred meters thick. The top lacustrine limestones are also found 
unconformably overlying the metamorphic basement in the east around Varnava. 

Pleistocene alluvial fans are observed within the Athens plain along the southern slopes of 
Parnitha Mt and the western slopes of Penteli southwards from the Afidnai and the Aghios 
Stefanos, uncomformably coveting the Neogene sediments (e.g. Papanikolaou et al. 2004b). 

No outcrops of marine sediments are traced in Northeastern Attica, due to the recent sea 
transgression in the southern Evoikos gulf. The southern Evoikos gulf is a shallow basin less than 
250 m deep that separates Attica from the southern Evia and was formed in Late Pliocene. The 
thickness of the Plio-Quaternary sediments within the gulf does not exceed 150 m, except for the 
southeastern area, where they are 250 m thick (Papanikolaou et al. 1988a). Marine sediments 
occur only along the coast of eastern Attica at Rafina area where they have been dated as 
uppermost Pliocene - lower Pleistocene (Mitzopoulos 1948, Guernet and Sauvage 1970). Finally, 
recent alluvial sediments are limited in thickness and are observed only in some small narrow 
bands along the coastline (Oropos, Kalamos, Marathon) and in the Afidnai basin (Fig. 2). 
Roubanis (1961) reported that in the Afindai plain close to the railway station, the metamorphic 
basement was drilled at a depth of 47 m and that the Neogene sediments were only 15 m thick, 
revealing that the Late Pleistocene-Holocene sediments are about 30 m thick. Recent drillings for 
water in the Plain also showed that the alluvial- Quaternary thickness does not exceed 80 m. 

2.2. The role of the detachment fault 

The dominant structure is a major NNE-SSW trending detachment, separating the metamorphic 
units towards the east from the non-metamorphic units towards the west. Moreover, it separates 
the E-W trending faults in the western part from the NW-SE faults in the eastern part. This 
detachment caused the downward movement of the non-metarmorphic units and the uplifting of 
the metamorphic units from the deeper part of the lithosphere where the metamorphism took place 
in Eocene-Oligocene times. The Miocene tectonosedimentary sequence of debris-flow deposits 
rests on the hangingwall of the detachment fault and was formed by its activity. This extensional 
detachment was active throughout Late Miocene times and gradually became inactive during Early 
Pliocene, when lacustrine deposits have been accumulated all over the area from Varnava and 
Kapandriti to Kalamos (Fig. 1). The same detachment can be traced further south. In particular, it 
has subsided the non-metamorphic SubPelagonian unit towards the NNW and uplifted the 
Alepovouni and the Attica autochthon to the SSE (Papanikolaou et al. 2004a). 
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Figure 4 - a) View of the Miocene tectonosedimentary formation of debris-flow deposits in 
the area of Kapandriti (for location see Fig. 2). Clasts are large (up to a diameter of 2 m), 

implying that this locality was very close to the detachment trace. b) View of the same 
formation in the area between Aghios Stefanos and Afidnai in the immediate footwall of the 
Afindai fanlt. The bedding plane is nicely revealed, dipping 30°-40° towards NNE. Clasts are 

relatively small in size rarely exceeding 30-40 cm in diameter, indicating that this locality 
was less proximal to the detachment 

3. Geomorphological and neotectonic structure 

The geomorphology of the area is dominated by the Penteli and Parnitha mountains, which border 
the Athens Plain from the north and the east, respectively. Further north from the southern Evoikos 
gulf and the coastal zone of Oropos-Kalamos up to the Athens Plain, three major drainage basins 
are observed: 1) The Kifissos basin in the south with a :t\TNE-SSW flow direction, draining the 
Athens plain from the southem slopes of Pamitha and the southwestern slopes of Penteli to the 
Saronic gulf in the southwest. This flow direction is parallel to and near the detachment trace; 2) 
The Charadros basin with a major W-E flow directiou, sonrced from the eastern Pamitha highs of 
about 1200 U1 up to the lows of the Afidnai plain and the Marathon lake at about 350 m; 3) The 
Asopos basin towards the northwest which flows northwards, but has a more complex structure 
due to the existence of the Avlona-Malakasa and the Milesi faults. Finally, some small 
approximately N-S trending catchments are observed in the area of Kalamos and the Microchori 
plateau from 500 m elevation up to the coast of southern Evoikos. 

Drainage basins are highly asymmetric due to the presence of active nonnal faults. [n particular, 
there is a combination of fault parallel and fault perpendicular flow that is characteristic of active 
nomlal faulting settings (Gawthorpe and Hurst 1993, Eliet and Gawthorpe 1995). The tilted 
footwall results into fault perpeudicular flow directions, '\-vhich drain the footwall away from the 
hangingwall (e.g. footwall of the Afidnai fault, footwall of the Oropos-Kalamos fault in the area of 
Kapandriti; see also cross section Fig. 3). On the other hand, headward erosion within the footwall 
catchments drain across the fault into the hangingwall producing also fault perpendicular flow 
directions (e.g. Avlona-Malakasa fault, Afidnai fault, Oropos fault). Finally, several catchments 
are clearly deflected into a fault parallel flow direction due to hangingwall subsidence (e.g. 
Afidnai fault, Avlona-Malakasa fault, Milesi fault). 

The planation snrfaces, both erosional and sedimentary, from 50 111 up to 1000 m in altitude, show 
au E-W prefened orientation and are usually inclined southwards, indicating a tilt around au E-W 
axis (Papauikolaou el at. 1988b). This tilt is nicely illustrated in cross-sections (Fig. 3). 

Active faults are trending E-W in the northwestern part and NW-SE in the southeastern part; a 
common tectonic pattern along the Hellenic arc (Mariolakos and Papanikolaou 1981, 1987). The 
E-W trending faults are large and known to generate medium to large magnitude earthquakes 
(1938 Gropos M=6.0, 1981 Alkyonides e311hquake sequence M=6.7, M=6.4, M=6.3, 1999 Athens 
M=5.9), whereas the NW-SE faults OCCUlTing in the east are shorter, have lower rates and produce 
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low to medium magnitude earthquakes (Papaniko1aou and Lozios 1990). This neotectonic pattern 
has been analysed in the northern Attica through morphotectonic observations (Papanikolaou et af. 
1988b), as well as offshore studies in the Saronikos and the southern Evoikos gulfs (Papanikolaou 
et al. 1988a). 

This set of E-W trending north dipping active nonnal faults in NE Attica consists of: 1) the 
Oropos-Kalamos fault that is parallel to the coast of the southem Evoikos gulf. It is at least 14 kl11 
long and part of it probably ruptured during the M"=6.0 event in 1938. The southern Evoikos gulf is 
a shallow basin less than 250 m deep and the main fault of the Gulf has a throw of 250 m 
(Papanikolaou et af. 1988a), implying that the Oropos-Kalamos zone as a whole is a relatively 
small structure and of similar importance as the other across strike faults; 2) the ~ 10 km long 
Milesi fault, which produces a characteristic bedrock scarp on the Mesozoic limestones that fonn 
the footwall and the continental Neogene sediments resting on the hangingwall; 3) the ~ 18 km 
long Avlona-Malakasa fault that borders the northern slopes of Parnitha Mt. (Papanikolaou et al. 
1988b, Ganas et af. 2004); 4) the 14 km long Afidnai fault, which bounds the Afidnai plain to the 
south and the Athens Plain to the north (see also Ganas et al. 2005). 

Ali these faults have produced a cumulative vertical throw of about 2 km (Fig. 3). The Alpine 
fonuations at the top of the Parnitha Mt at about 1400 m are buried several hundred meters 
beneath the present-day sea level and below the Quaternary and the Neogene sediments near the 
coast of Gropos. The footwall of the Milesi fault is the northernmost Alpine outcrop observed 
(Figs 1, 3). These active faults are widely distributed and sharing the strain so that they all exhibit 
relatively low slip-rates «0.5 mmlyr). However, they are competitive structures distributed across 
strike lying on each other's stress shadows (Cowie 1998), implying that in the future one of them 
will prevail. 

It is important that the above set of E-W trending active nonnal faults in northern Attica is 
constrained exclusively within the non-metamorphic Alpine units. It is also interesting that these 
faults taper out to the east as approaching the NNE-SSW trending tectonic contact that separates 
them from the metamorphic nnits. These observations are in agreement with the disruption model 
of the Hellenic arc (see Papanikolaou and Royden 2007) which considers: i) the southern Evia / 
Northern Attica detachment as the southern boundary of the Central Hellenic Shear Zone activated 
during Miocene to Early Pliocene and ii) the E-W faults developed to the northwest of the 
detachment, activated since Late Pliocene. Therefore, this detachment indirectly seems to have a 
significant effect on the neotectonic structure, influencing the geometry, style and intensity of 
deformation. 

4. The Afidnai fault and the Northern edge of the Athens Plain 

4.1. The Athens Plain 

In the Late Miocene an E-W trending fault from Attiko Alsos to Kamatero divided the Athens 
Plain in two sub-basins. The northern part subsided forming a series of lakes throughout Late 
Miocene-Pliocene, whereas the southem part was tilted to the south with Alpine formations at the 
northern footwall zone (Attiko Alsos or Tourkovounia) mostly covered by shallow marine 
sediments in the southern coastal zone of Pireas-Trachones (Papanikolaou et af. 2004b). In Early? 
-Middle Pleistocene the Kifissos river was formed, cutting through the now inactive E-W fault 
which previously acted as a barrier. As a result, both subbasins were merged into one, producing 
what is today known as the Athens Plain (Papanikolaou e{ af. 2004b). Overall, since Middle 
Pleistocene the Athens Plain is very similar to the present-day feature. However, one important 
modification that occurred since Middle Pleistocene concems the initiation of activity and/or the 
speeding up of the Afidnai fault. This fault constrained the northern edge of the Athens plain as 
well as its drainage basin. Due to the backtilting, most of the footwall area is drained by an 
extensive channel network that flows southwards down the dip footwall slope, forming the upper 
part of the Kifissos network. The asymmetry of Kitlssos drainage basin, where most channels flow 
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from Partnitha Mt to the southeast (Fig. 2), illustrates nicely this recent tilt. Also in Middle 
Pleistocene thick fans and terraces were fonned. These planation surfaces observed up to the area 
south of Krioneri are offset by the Afidnai fault (Fig. 5). As soon as the E-W Kamatero fault 
became inactive in Middle Pleistocene, the Afidnai fault initiated or took over the extra strain 
increasing its rate of slip. 
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Figure 5 - 1:5000 topographic map (6436/3) and cross-section (A-A ') towards the eastern 
part ofthe Afidnai fault, showing the traces of the major and the secondary faults and the 

offset planation surface (for location see Fig. 2) 

4.2. The Afidnai fault 

The Afidnai fault is a E-W trending normal fault, which downthrows to the north and exhibits all 
the characteristics of an active structure. This fault does generate an impressive morphological 
footprint, is oriented perpendicular to the present regional extension direction and bounds the 
Afidnai Quaternary basin. Even though no post-glacial scarps have been identified, there are signs 
in the geomorphology and drainage, attesting to its recent activity_ In particular, the Charadros 
river is clearly deflected into a fault parallel flow direction due to the subsidence within the 
Afidnai hangingwall (Fig. 2). Moreover, the Charadros drainage divide is located only several 
hundred meters southwards from the Afidnai fault in its footwall, but several kilometers 
northwards from the fault trace in its hangingwall (Fig. 2). The proximity of the footwall 
watershed to the fault trace, is due to the tilted footwall that produced southward flow directions, 
which drain the footwall away from the hangingwall. In conclusion, it is suggested that the fault is 
active for several reasons such as: i) its geometry (~E-W trending fault parallel to all other major 
regional active faults, see Mariolakos and Papanikolaou 1981, 1987 and compatible with the 
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regional ~N-S stress field, Ambraseys and Jackson 1990, Roberts and Ganas 2000, Ganas et al. 
2004), ii) its morphological expression (Fig. 6), iii) the fact that it bounds Quaternary sediments, 
and iv) its drainage pattern. 

The Afidnai plain is a local base level. The short distance of the drainage divide on the footwall of 
the Aficlnai fault from the fault trace shows that the dominant route for sediments to enter the 
adjacent basin in the hangingwall is via short, steep footwall catchments. Therefore, the volume of 
sediment supply into the Afidnai basin is restricted, resulting into a basin of limited extent and 
thickness. On the other hand, the limited thickness and spatial distribution of the Quaternary 
sediments also imply that this base level is recently established. The latter indicates that this fault 
is relatively young (Early? -Middle Pleistocene fault) that is also in agreement with the 
paleogeography of the Athens Plain. 

The rate at which a fault slips fundamentally determines the seismic hazard because average 
recurrence intervals tend to decrease as slip-rates increase (e.g. Cowie and Roberts 2001). 
Unfortunately, the lack of characteristic stratigraphic horizons and postglacial scarps limits our 
ability to calculate accurately the finite throw or the throw-rate. However, the study of geomorphic 
features, such as terraces/planation surfaces, can provide us with a first order pattern of 
displacement. The dense vegetation cover of the Parnitha national park and the highly disturbed 
topography, due to the existing old clay quarries west of the Athens-Thessaloniki highway, 
severely limit our observation points. Therefore, we focused our ten-ace mapping mostly east of 
the highway, where geomorphology is still relatively undisturbed, even though we are aware lhat 
we are closer to the eastern tip of the fault, rather than to the center of it. Detailed 1:5000 mapping 
of the planation surfaces on the northern edge of the Athens Plain revealed the presence of the 
main fault at the base of the hillside and two secondary faults on the footwall of the main fault. It 
is unclear whether the secondary faults are still active or that activity may have shifted to the lower 
major fault following a progressive hangingwall directed migration within the fault zone (Stewart 
and Hancock (994). The Afidnai fanIt separates the major Athens plain from the minor Afidnai
Lake-Marathon Plain. The present day Afidnai basin on the immediate hangingwall of the Afidnai 
fault lies at 270 ±I 0 m, whereas the northern edge of the Athens basin is at 390 ± 10 m, implying a 
minimwn finite throw of 120 m. Half of this throw is accommodated by the main fault at the base 
and the other half from the two secondary faults towards the footwall, which are probably linked at 
depth with the main fault. Considering an Early Pleistocene age (between 1.0 to 1.5 Ma) of the 
planation surface (see also 4.1), we calculate a long-term throw-rate of 0.08-0.12 mm/yr. However, 
this rate is extracted from a locality, which is closer to the eastern tip of the fault, rather than to the 
center of it (Fig. 6). The latter suggests that we may underestimate the rate towards the center of 
the fault (Papanikolaou and Roberts 2006), because fault slip and slip-rates vary along strike the 
fault and increase systematically along strike from zero at the fault tips, to maxima towards its 
center (e.g. Cowie and Scholz 1992). The latter can be nicely observed on the panoramic view of 
the fault taken from the area of Kapandriti, showing how displacement progressively decreases to 
minima as approaching the eastern tip of the fault (Fig. 6). Considering that the finite throw 
towards the center of the fault is about 3 times higher (~360 m, see also Ganas et af. 2005 who 
calculate a 350 m relief based on DEM analysis), the maximum rate is about 0.30 mm/yr. 
Following the above discussion, we estimate a mean rate of 0.15-0.20 rnm/yr for this fault. This 
value is similar to the value extracted from Ganas et al. (2005). They based on DEM morphometry 
and made an empirical suggestion that slope angle is a function of the long-term fault slip-rate, 
which varies between 0.13-0.30 mm/yr. For the Afidnai fault they calculated a 015-019 mm/yr, 
but using a conservative (4-5 Ma) age constrain. In such a low throw-rate, no postglacial fault 
scarps or well-shaped bedrock scarps with a free face can be revealed. This occurs because erosion 
and sedimentation rates are higher and outpace the fault throw-rate. 

Even though this fault offsets the Miocene tectonostratigraphic formation, it seems that its eastern 
tip is located close to the detachment trace, showing once again that the detachment plays a 
fundamental role in the region (Fig. I). Further to the east and north from the Dionysos fault, two 
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NW-SE trending possibly active faults may take over the strain from the Afidnai fault, but no 
straightforward link to the Afidnai fault can be supported. They leave a rather subtle trace in the 
morphology and no significant throws can be calculated. 

E w
 

Figure 6 - Panoramic view of the Afidnai fault geometry (photo taken f.'om Kapandriti). 
Footwall elevation tends to decrease away from the fault centre. Therefore, displacement 

decreases to minima as approaching the eastern tip of the fault 

4.3. Seismic hazard assessment 

Following the historical catalogue, no large events (M>6.5) or severe damages have been recorded 
in NE Attica (Galanopoulos 1955, Papazachos and Papazachou 1997). Only two events have been 
recorded, the Oropos event in 1938 and another earthquake in 1705. The 1938 Oropos event 
(Ms=6.0) probably ruptured part of the Oropos offshore fault or the shOlter Milesi fault (Fig. 1), 
generating macroseismic intensity VIII and 18 fatalities (Papazachos and Papazachou 1997). No 
primary surface ruptures bave been observed or documented, but several landslides occurred 
particularly in the area of Malakasa. As far as the 1705 event (Ambraseys and Jackson 1997) is 
concerned, there is uncertainty concerning both the magnitude (M~6.4 according to Papazachos 
and Papazachou 1997) and predominantly the epicentral area. Minor damages were inflicted both 
to the towns of Athens and Chalkida, so that researchers place the epicenter towards the NE flanks 
of the Parntitha mountain. It is possible that the Afidnai fault could have ruptured during the 1705 
event, however the limited data extracted from the historical record cannot confirm or deny such 
an interpretation (e.g. it could be also the Malakasa-Avlona fault). The historical record is 
considered complete for shallow events (h<60 km) for M>6.5 since 1845 and for M>7.3 since 
1500 (Papazachos et al. 2000). Therefore, it is also possible that an earthquake of M=6.0 to 6.4 
could have occurred before the year 1845 and for several reasons has not been recorded. 

The worse case scenario implies the rupture of the entire 14 km long Afidnai fault. Based on the 
equation between Magnitude (M) and surface rupture length (SRL) of the worldwide dataset of 
Wells and Coppersmith (1994), this fault can generate a M=6.4 event. A similar magnitude 
(Ms=6.5) is also calculated based on Pavlides and Caputo (2004) empirical relationships from 
normal faulting events of the Aegean, which may be more representative of the local geotectonic 
conditions. Ganas et al. (2005) estimated the fault as II km and calculated a similaJ Magnitude 
(Ms=6.4). Considering a mean slip-rate in the order of 0.15-0.20 mm/yr and that all slip is released 
in earthquakes of the maximum magnitude (M=6.4), therefore assuming a worst-case scenaJio, we 
calculate a recurrence interval of about 2000 years. 

Taking into account that the completeness of the historical record for such magnitude events 
covers time periods of a few hundreds years and probably shOlter than 500 years (e.g. Papazachos 
et al. 2000), it is evident that the recurrence interval is only a fraction of the completeness period. 
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Therefore, either this fault has not been activated in historical times or it was activated, but for 
whatever reason such an event was not recorded in the historical catalogues. Finally, if this fault 
indeed ruptured in 1705, then the probability for a future event in the near future generated by this 
source is rather negligible. 

5. Discussion-Conclusions 

Relief in NE Attica is mainly influenced hy fault geometry and fault spacing. Drainage basins are 
highly asymmetric, producing a combination of fault parallel (E-W) and fault perpendicular (N-S) 
flow directions. The closely spaced faults produce secondary narrow highs and lows due to the 
interference between displacement fields, influencing also the drainage divide. The Afidnai fault 
bounds the northern edge of the Athens Plain and separates it from the secondary Afidnai Plain. It 
is active, but exhibits a low slip-rate. We have used offset Pleistocene terraces to calculate a long
term throw-rate of 0.1 to 0.3 mm/yr for the Afidnai fault, depending on the actual terrace 
Pleistocene age estimates and our location along strike the fault. This fault is probably active since 
Early? -Middle Pleistocene and based on a worst-case scenario, it can generate events of the 
maximum magnitude (M=6.4), about every 2000 years. Therefore, the completeness of the 
historical record is much shorter than the mean earthquake recurrence interval of the Afidnai fault. 

The NE Attica is also divided by a major NNE-SSW detachment fault that separates the 
metamorphic units to the east from the unmetamorphic units to the west. This detachment also 
separates the E-W trending faults towards the western part from the NW-SE trending less active 
faults towards the eastern part. It was active in Late Miocene-Early Pliocene and produced several 
hundred meters of debris-How deposits. It is important that the set of E-W trending active normal 
faults in northern Attica is constrained exclusively within the non-metamorphic Alpine units and 
that these faults taper out to the east as approaching the detachment zone. Therefore, this 
detachment indirectly seems to have a significant effect on the neotectonic structure, influencing 
the geometry, style and intensity of deformation. 

Finally, it is interesting to note that this NNE-SSW trending detachment influences also the 
seismicity pattern. More precisely, it coincides with the line separating zone I (lowest category of 
seismic risk) from zone II (intermediate zone) of the national seismic building code (EAK-2003), 
which have been compiled based on the seismicity level (E.PP.O.-A.C.E.G., 2001). This is also in 
agreement with the damage pattem of the 1999 Athens Earthquake, where this detachment further 
to the south (e.g. inside the Athens Plain) played an important role to the intensity distribution 
(Papanikolaou et at. 1999, Marinos et af. 1999), forming a boundary between higher and lower 
intensities. More precisely, significantly higher damages were prodnced to sites located both along 
strike its trace and west from it, within the non-metamorphic units, compared to the sites situated 
east of the detachment. Therefore, this detachment even though it is inactive, still exerts a 
significant influence on the present day geological, geomorphological, neotectonic and seismicity 
pattem, showing how old and new structures interTelate and interact. 
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